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At last! A student-friendly, teacher-friendly workbook with study units for a full year of classroom

drama activities. The entire spectrum of theatre is covered in ten sections: 1. Getting Started, 2.

Evaluation, 3. Scene Work, 4. Acting, 5. Characterization, 6. Publicity and Other Production

Business, 7. Play Production, 8. Theatre History, 9. Games and Improvisation, 10. Planning for the

Future. All units are complete with detailed instructions, examples, working forms, and photo

illustrations. Students will learn all the basics of theatre history, play production, performing, and

finding a career in theatre. This instructional program is classroom-tested and designed to fit the

budgetary considerations of schools.
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Theatre arts teachers in high school and middle school will find Zimmerman's new text a treasure.

This book not only covers a wide spectrum of topics for the theatre student, but serves as a

superbly organized and logical framework for any introductory course in theatre. Theatre Arts covers

such areas as acting technique, technical theatre, history, improvisation, publicity and stage

production. Students will find the material presented in a clear, concise manner complete with

worksheets and games to reinforce learned materials. Teachers, particularly those new to

educational theatre will find that Suzi Zimmerman has devoted the teacher's guide to creating a

theatre program that is fun for the students, and is easy as possible for the teacher. She has

included exams, suggestions for establishing a drama club, evaluation tools, forms and awards, and

suggestions for auditions. While the material in her book is probably best suited for new theatre



programs and teachers, experienced teachers will find a wealth of ideas that may be incorporated

into any level course.

If you are a teacher thinking about buying this book, beware! Unless you are buying each student in

your class their own handbook, this book is not necessary. The Teacher's edition has the entire

student handbook already included. I purchased this book and it was entirely unnecessary since I

had purchased the Teachers edition thinking I needed both for my class. It has helpful activities, but

nothing entirely spectacular, and nothing I couldn't have found on the internet for free.

I teach at a charter school that offered Drama this year for the first time. As a Social Studies teacher

(who is overly interested in the arts), I was excited when I found out I would be teaching the only

block of Drama. Unfortunately, being a charter school, we don't have much money for resources. I

managed to get lots of things donated through DonorsChoose, but actual teaching resources were

not a part of that. After lots of research, this is the book I choose to go with and I am SO

THANKFUL that I did! It covers ALL of the theatre basics! From vocabulary, to theatre direction,

including genres and history of theatre! I bought the TE of this book through a competitor as  did

NOT have it available at the time (Lots of activities, games, quizzes/tests, etc are provided in it). If

you are lost and looking for a good intro book, I absolutely recommend. Double check some of the

crosswords and activities, though. The editors missed some things and there are some typos that

may confuse the students.

This book is an excellent tool for all three levels of theatre that I teach. It covers all aspects of

theatre in an easy to follow format for my students. I've actually submitted this to my district to see if

it can be adopted as our textbook for all middle school theatre classes.

The information is great, but the book is written in, on over 50% of the pages, rendering it almost

useless to use with my class.
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